
ON THE THEORY OF KERNELS OF SCHWARTZ1

LEON EHRENPREIS

Let 3D denote the space of indefinitely differentiable functions of

compact carrier on Euclidean space R of dimension p, and denote by

3D' the dual of 3D, that is, 30' is the space of distributions on R; we give

3D and 3D' their usual topologies (see [2]). By 23D, 23D' we denote re-

spectively the spaces corresponding to 3D and 3D' on AXA. Let L be

any continuous linear map of 3D—»3D'; then L. Schwartz has shown

(see [3 ] for a summary of Schwartz' results, the details will appear

in a series of articles in the Journal D'Analyse (Jerusalem)) that L

can be represented by a kernel, i.e. there exists a distribution S on

AXA so that we may write (symbolically)

(Lf)(x) =  j S(x,y)f(y)dy

for any /G 3D. The purpose of this paper is to give a simple proof of

this fact and to prove the following result: Let us give the space of

continuous linear mappings of 3D—»3D' the compact-open topology

(see [l]); then this topology is the same as that of the space 23D'.

We shall also obtain an explicit expression for the topology of the

space 2DX of continuous linear maps of 3D' into 3D with the compact-

open topology. The elements of 3DX are those of jSD, but the topology

of 23D is stronger than that of 3DX. It is possible to extend the above

methods and results to other spaces, e.g. the space S of Schwartz.

Moreover, the methods and results can be easily extended to in-

definitely differentiable manifolds and double coset spaces of Lie

groups (cf. Remark 1 following the proof of Theorem 1).

Lemma 1. Let B be a bounded set in 2S). Then we can find a bounded

set JB'CSD and a b>0 so that every fÇ£B can be written in the form

X)A« giXhi where 21^*1 =^> ana^ gi, A.-G-B, and where the series con-

verge in j3D.

(For any g, &G3D, gXhG.2£> is the function (gXh)(x, y) = g(x)h(y).)

Proof. We know (see [2]) that all functions of B have their carriers

in a fixed compact set K of RXR which we may assume to be the

cube center origin, side a —1. For each/G-B, denote by/* the function

on AXA which is equal to / in K and is periodic with period a on
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RXR, and write S* = {/*}/gB, so S* is bounded in the space 22D* of

indefinitely differentiate periodic functions on RXR. Thus (see[2,

Chapter VII, §l]) we may write, for each/*£S*,

(1) f*(x) = Hciexry((2iñ/a)jx)

where the sum runs over all tuples of the form j = (rxa, r2a, ■ • ■ , r2pa),

ri, ■ • • , r2p being integers. Moreover, in (1) the numbers c¡ are rap-

idly decreasing, uniformly for/*£S*, i.e. for any polynomial Q in

2p variables,

sup  | Qij)cj | < oo.
fE.B>>

It is obvious that the numbers (\c¡\1/3) are also uniformly rapidly

decreasing for/£S. Let /££) satisfy

, . _    Í1 for x£cube center origin, side a — i,

\0 for x outside cube center origin, side a.

Write/= (ji,/2) whereji = (no, • • • .fyO./i^rp+ia, • • • ,r2pa). Then

it is obvious that the decomposition

(2) / - Z c§ | Ci \-2>H exp (2-Ki/aji•) | c¡I1!* X t exp (2m/aj2• ) | cr I1'3

has the desired properties of Lemma 1. (It is understood that if

c, = 0, no term appears in the sum in (2).)

Now, let J denote the space of continuous linear maps of 3)—»£)'

with the compact-open topology. For any 7£7, F £8', define LfT

by (L # T)(h) =L(h) * T, where * denotes convolution (see [2, Chap-

ter VI]), for any A£2D.

Lemma 2. L, T^>L # F is a separately continuous bilinear map of

JX&'^J.

(A map s:VX W—+Z, where V, W, Z are locally convex topological

vector spaces, is called separately continuous if v—>s(v, w') and

w—>s(v', w) are equicontinuous as long as v' and w' remain in bounded

sets of V and W respectively.)

Proof. It is clear that L # TEJ- Moreover, if Za-»0 in J, then

Z„(g)—>0 in 2D' uniformly for g in any bounded set S of 3). This im-

plies that La(g) * T-+0 in SD' uniformly for T in any bounded set B' of

8' and g£S, which means that La # T—»0 in / uniformly for F£S'.

This proves the first half of Lemma 2.

On the other hand, suppose Ta-^0 in 8'; let S be a bounded set in

2D and S' a bounded set in J. Then it is clear from the definition of the

topology of / that {L(h)}L^B>,AgB is bounded in £>'. Thus, by the

continuity of convolution (see [2, Chapter VI]),
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(L # Ta)(h) = L(h) * Ta -> 0 in 3D'

uniformly for LÇ.B', hE.B. By the definition of the topology of /,

this means L # Ta—»0 in / uniformly for LGB'. This concludes the

proof of Lemma 2.

Let us consider first the space 3C of continuous linear maps of

3D—»8, with the compact-open topology. That any Í7G3C is defined

by a kernel is not difficult to show: For any xGA, /G3D, set Ux(f)

= (U(f))(x). Now, for each/, Z7(/)G8, so x-+Ux(f) is an indefinitely

differentiable function. We define the kernel U* by U*(h)

=fUx(hx2=x)dx for any ÀG2Î) where the integration is over R and

where hxt=x is the function on R:y—*h(y, x). It is easily verified that

U* defines a continuous linear function on 23D, i.e. t/*G23D'.

For any S(En%)', £G/, we say that S is a kernel representing L ii,

for any g, ÄG3D, S(gXh) =(L(g))(h). It is easily verified that U* is a

kernel representing U. Moreover, we can easily establish by the meth-

od of proof of Lemma 2,

Lemma 3. A, /—*L §f is a separately continuous bilinear map of

JXD->X.

We can now prove our main result:

Theorem 1. Let t;2^>'-^J be the map which assigns to each S(Elí$>'

the LÇiJ such that S is a kernel representing L. Then t is a topological

isomorphism onto.

Proof. It is clear that t is a continuous linear map. Moreover, since

3DX3D is dense in 23D (see [2]), / is one-one. Now, if 5G8' is the Dirac

measure, i.e. the measure representing the mass of +1 placed at the

origin, then it is clear that, for any LÇ£J, L§h=L. Now, let {/,} be

a sequence in 3D such that f¡—>5 in 8'. By Lemma 2, it follows that

L §fj—*L in /. But, by Lemma 3, each L #/,• lies in X, so that L §f¡

lies in the image 1(2©') by our remarks preceding Lemma 3. We con-

clude that Z(23D') is dense in /. On the other hand, 23D' is known to be

complete. Thus, to establish Theorem 1, it remains to show that ¿-1

is a continuous linear map of t(2£)') (with topology induced from /)

into 23D'.

Since t~l is linear, we need prove continuity at zero only. Suppose

that SaG23D', i(Sa)->0 in /. Then it follows that Sa(gXh)^0 uni-

formly for g, h in any bounded sets of 3D. It results immediately from

Lemma 1 that Sa(f)—>0 uniformly for /in any bounded set of 23D, i.e.

Sa—»0 in 23D'. This proves the continuity of i_1 and completes the

proof of Theorem 1.

Remark 1. Lemma 1 is the only part of the proof of Theorem 1 that
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uses special properties of the space 2D, and, in fact, the analog of

Theorem 1 holds for (essentially) all function spaces for which an

analog of Lemma 1 can be found. For the space 8, the result cor-

responding to Lemma 1 can be proved by use of Lemma 1 and a

suitable "partition of unity." For the space S of Schwartz (see [2])

the corresponding result can be proven by use of series in Hermite

functions instead of the Fourier series that were used in the proof of

Lemma 1. For differential forms on an indefinitely differential mani-

fold, the result corresponding to Lemma 1 can be proved by use of a

suitable "partition of unity." Of course, the operation # is not defined

for currents, but it can be replaced by a local form of convolution.

Finally, the result for double coset spaces of Lie groups can be proved

by use of suitable projections (see [l]). All the above results are spe-

cial cases of a general theorem of A. Grothendieck, announced in Ann.

Inst. Fourier vol. 4 (1952) pp. 73-112, especially pp. 78 and 105.

Remark 2. Instead of considering maps of 2D—>£>', we could con-

sider maps of 20—>2Dí*, where 2D/ is a space of distributions on another

Euclidean space. The result and its proof are exactly as in the previ-

ous case.

We shall show that for maps of 2D'—»2D, the result is somewhat

different from what we might expect from the above. Let, then, F

be the space of continuous linear maps of 2D'—>2D with the compact-

open topology. For any x£i?, Z7£F, let Ux be the function on

D': UX(T) = [i/(r)](x). It is obvious that Ux is continuous on 2D' so,

by the reflexivity of 3D, <7I£2D. Write Ux(y) =r(x, y) for any yER-

For any a££ we denote by 5a the measure representing a mass of +1

at the point a. Then it is clear that, for any x£i?,

{Ux(5a)}a<ER = {r(x, a)}„eB

is bounded in 2D, and, moreover, these sets are uniformly bounded in

3D for x££. It follows that r£22D. We call r the kernel representing U.

Conversely, any r£23D defines the continuous linear map U:T—*f

where f(x) = T(rXl=x), and it is clear that r is just the kernel repre-

senting U.

We define a new topology on the set of functions of 23D: For each

non-negative integer j we choose two finite sequences of constant-

coefficient differential operators Qn , Qn , ■ ■ ■ , (?$, and Qf,

Qn, • • • , Qjl] on R; then call AT the set of /£22D which satisfy, for
each j, I,

(3) max      | iQZQuf) | (*, y) á 1
1*1 s¿ I v\ g'
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for m = l, 2, • ■ ■ , ij, i = l, 2, • • • , k¡, where Ql/¿ operates on x and

Qif operates on y. Then we define 3DX as the space function of 2©

with the topology defined by the sets A. It is clear that the topology

of 3DX is strictly weaker than the topology of î3D.

Theorem 2. Let s: 3DX—*V be the map which assigns to each rG3Dx

the linear map U such that r is the kernel representing U. Then s is a

topological isomorphism onto.

Proof. It is clear that s is linear; we have already noted that s is

onto. Let B be a bounded set in 3D' and Mx a neighborhood of zero in

3D; we want to produce a neighborhood A of zero in 3DX such that, for

any /GA, FG3D's/(F)GA/i. Call Mt the set of gG3D such that
|Sg| = 1 for all SG-B; since 3D is reflexive, M2 is a neighborhood of

zero in 3D. Thus (see [2]) for each/^0 we can find two finite sequences

of differential operators Qg\ Qg, ' • • , QÏ], and <#, Qg», • • • , Q%
so that, for 2 = 1, 2, Mq contains the set of all gG3D for which, for

each /,

max I (Qimg)(x) | ^ 1

for m = 1, 2, • • • , ij if q = 1, or for s = 1, 2, • • • , k¡ if q = 2.

Call A the set of all /G3DX which satisfy (3). Then for any/GA,

xGA, we have fxi~xÇzMi. Moreover, if |x| jg/, then we even have

Qmfxi=xÇ=.M2 for mî = 1, 2, • • • , iy. Thus, for any S SB and any x

with |x| ^j we have, by the definition of M2,

lte£*(s)](»)|- \s-{<&f)zv~\*\
for m = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , ij. This proves that sf(S)(E.Mi which shows that

s is continuous.

It remains to show that s~l is continuous; let A be the neighbor-

hood of zero in 3DX consisting of all/G3Dx which satisfy (3). Call M'

the set of /G 3D for which

max |(q£/)(*)| = 1
1*1 ii

for all j and for m = 1, 2, • • • , i¡; set

b'= {QÎhv}\v\*j

for all j and for t = 1, 2, • • -, k¡. It is clear that B' is bounded in 3D'

and that M' is a neighborhood of zero in 3D. Call A' the set of all
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7-£2Dx which represent elements Í/£Fsuch that U(T)EM' for all

TEB', so N' is the image in 3DX (under s~x) of an open set in V. We

want to show that N'EN. Now, given any r£A7', if r is the kernel

representing UEV, then for any j, I, and for m = 1, 2, • • -, i3-,

i = l, 2, • • • , ki, if |x| èii |y| ^/, we have

I (eSteSVx*. y) I -1 (atoe« «»))(*) I = i.
Thus, N'EN which concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
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